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Abstract
The recently proposed theory of “Asymptotically Free Mimetic Gravity”
is extended to the general non-homogeneous, spatially non-flat case. We
present a modified theory of gravity which is free of higher derivatives of the
metric. In this theory asymptotic freedom of gravity implies the existence of a
minimal black hole with vanishing Hawking temperature. Introducing a spa-
tial curvature dependent potential, we moreover obtain non-singular, bounc-
ing modifications of spatially non-flat Friedmann and Bianchi universes.
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1 The Theory
1.1 Introduction
General relativity is a quintessential example of a successful physical theory.
At the same time as its conceptional simplicity is striking, it has to this day
not failed a single experimental test. However, one theoretical prediction
of GR that contradicts physical intuition is the formation of singularities
from physically realistic initial conditions, as was shown in the singularity
theorems of Hawking and Penrose [1]. The standard approach to argue away
these singularities is to delegate their removal to a hypothetical theory of
quantum gravity which should begin to take over as the curvature approaches
its Planckian value. For a variety of reasons it is clear that GR is bound to
fail at this scale. Moreover, at this point even the description of our physical
world as a smooth manifold is no longer justified, complicating drastically
any approach to quantum gravity.
A different approach to singularity resolution is to allow deviations from
GR already at curvature scales some orders below the Planck curvature where
the smooth manifold description of spacetime is still a sensible concept. If we
can manage to modify gravity at these scales in such a way as to implement an
upper bound on all curvatures, we could get rid of singularities on a classical
level. Moreover, we would never enter the Planck regime and thus potentially
avoid the practical need for a theory of quantum gravity altogether.
Einstein gravity is distinguished among all local, covariant theories of
metric gravity in four spacetime dimensions by the fact that it has equations
of motion which are only second order. It seems that the only chance to alter
this theory and not end up with higher derivatives is to bring something else
other than the metric into the game. In the case of the mimetic field, however,
this is not an entirely new physical entity. Rather, it represents a reshuffling
of the degrees of freedom of the metric itself. The starting point of so-called
“mimetic gravity” was in [2] to reparametrize the physical metric gµν in the
form
gµν = hµνh
αβφ,αφ,β (1)
in terms of an auxiliary metric hµν and a scalar field φ, called the mimetic
field. Since the physical metric is invariant under Weyl transformations of
hµν , the mimetic field takes over the job of representing the conformal degree
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of freedom of gravity. By definition, φ identically satisfies
gµνφ,µφ,ν = 1, (2)
and we can impose the nature of the mimetic field also by adding this con-
dition as a constraint to the gravity action [3], giving it the general form
S =
1
16π
∫
d4x
√−g (−L [gµν , φ] + λ (gµνφ,µφ,ν − 1)) ,
where λ is a Lagrange multiplier. This formulation is advantageous over
simply applying the reparametrization because at the end of the day we are
interested in a theory of the physical metric rather than a theory of the
auxiliary metric. Note that constraint (2) can be derived as a consequence
of 3d volume quantization in noncommutative geometry [4], [5].
Inserting the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian L = R[gµν ] just reproduces
standard GR with an additional contribution of mimetic matter (cf. [2], [3]).
Different choices for L with added potentials depending on φ or φ have been
considered in [6], [7], [8] and the mimetic field has also been used successfully
to define ghost-free massive gravity [9], [10].
Recently, in [11], it was realized that the mimetic field can be used to
implement in a covariant manner the idea of a running gravitational and
cosmological constant by means of a Lagrangian of the form
L = f [φ]R[gµν ] + 2Λ[φ] (3)
where the “inverse gravitational constant” f and “cosmological constant” Λ
can depend on φ and its derivatives in a way to be determined. To this end,
let us find out which covariant quantities can be constructed from φ. First,
note that by virtue of (2), t := φ qualifies to be used as the time coordinate
of a synchronous coordinate system (cf. appendix A),
ds2 = dt2 − γabdxadxb. (4)
Hence, a simple φ dependence of f and Λ would resemble the introduction
of a time dependent background. Moreover, the only covariant quantity con-
structed from first derivatives of φ is identically constant by (2). Gratifyingly,
the second covariant derivatives of φ, however, represent measures of the cur-
vature related to the conformal degree of freedom of the gravitational field.
More precisely,
−φ;ab = κab = 1
2
∂
∂t
γab
3
is the extrinsic curvature of the slices of constant φ, while φ;0α = 0. The
Ricci scalar written out in this synchronous slicing given by φ reads
− R = 2κ˙+ κ2 + κabκba + 3R, (5)
where dot denotes t-derivatives, κab = γ
acκcb,
3R is the 3-curvature of the
spatial slices and
κ := γabκab = g
αβφ;αβ = φ
is the trace of extrinsic curvature. From expression (5) we can read off
the reason why the Einstein equation is only second order: because second
derivatives of the metric appear only linearly in R and thus only contribute
as total derivatives to the action. The only chance to introduce a curvature
dependence of the gravitational constant and not spoil this property is f [φ] =
f(φ). In this case
− f(φ)R = 2F˙ (κ) + f(κ) (κ2 + κabκba + 3R) (6)
where f is assumed to be integrable with f(κ) = F ′(κ) ≡ ∂F/∂κ. Since up to
a total derivative such a Lagrangian still contains only first time derivatives
of the metric, we can expect the modified Einstein equation of such a theory
to be second order in time. While the arguments used to arrive at this
result were rather heuristic1, we can of course explicitly verify this statement.
Indeed, the theory defined by
L = f(φ)R + 2Λ(φ) (7)
that has been studied in [11] turned out to be free of higher time derivatives
in the synchronous frame. In the general spatially non-flat case, however,
higher spatial and mixed derivatives will appear. The origin of these terms
can be traced back to the presence of f(φ) in front of 3R in (6). Luckily,
we can use φ to dissect this term in a covariant way as
R˜ = 2φ,µφ,νGµν − (φ)2 + φ;µνφ;µν ·= 3R,
where Gµν is the Einstein tensor and
·
= means equality under the condition
that (2) is satisfied. Subtracting the term that was added involuntarily, we
will find the theory defined by
L = f(φ)R + (f(φ)− 1)R˜ + 2Λ(φ)
1Strictly speaking, it is not allowed to use φ = κ and impose gauge conditions in the
action before variation.
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to be free of higher derivatives of all sorts. The addition of the second
summand is hence motivated by the same argument that made Einstein
gravity unique.
For generality, we will still find it useful to include also a non-linear,
spatial curvature dependent potential h(R˜). It is clear that thereby higher
spatial derivatives will reappear, but no higher time or mixed derivatives.
While higher time derivatives would typically introduce additional (poten-
tially ghost-like) degrees of freedom, higher spatial derivatives could actually
be useful to improve the renormalizability of gravity, along the lines of Horˇava
gravity [12].
For this extended Lagrangian the interpretation of the functions f and
Λ in terms of gravitational and cosmological constant might look less trans-
parent than for (7). However, we would like to stress that the homogeneous,
spatially flat sectors of both theories are identical.
In the context of a theory like (7) it is natural to realize the concept of
limiting curvature (cf. [13],[14],[15]) by limiting the measure of curvature
provided by φ. Motivated by the analysis of the anisotropic sector made in
[11], the concept of “asymptotic freedom” of gravity gains special importance.
This name is awarded to modifications where such a limiting curvature is
implemented by a vanishing of the gravitational constant at some limiting
value φ = κ0 which is a free parameter of the theory and can be chosen
well below the Planckian curvature.
In this paper, after presenting the general form of the theory motivated
above, we will consider applications to spatially non-flat Friedmann and
Bianchi universes and black holes, providing more detailed calculations for
the results presented in [16].
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1.2 Action and equations of motion
Let us consider the theory defined by the action
S =
1
16π
∫
d4x
√−g (−L+ λ (gµνφ,µφ,ν − 1)) , (8)
where
L = f(φ)R + (f(φ)− 1)R˜+ 2Λ(φ) + h(R˜) (9)
and
R˜ = 2φ,µφ,νGµν − (φ)2 + φ;µνφ;µν . (10)
This action contains two free functions f and Λ of φ, representing the
inverse running gravitational constant G(φ)−1 and cosmological constant2
Λ¯(φ), respectively. For generality, we also included a spatial curvature
dependent potential h(R˜). In the following we will use Planck units setting
G (φ = 0) = G0 = 1, such that f (φ = 0) = 1.
Variation of the action with respect to the metric gµν yields the modified
Einstein equation
(1− h′)Rµν −
(
1
2
L+ (Z˜φ,α);α +h′
)
gµν +
(
φ,µφ,ν f˜
,α − φ;µν f˜φ,α
)
;α
+ 2f˜φ,αφ(,µRν)α + 2φ(,µZ˜,ν) + h
′
;µν = (λ+ f˜R)φ,µφ,ν + 8πT
(m)
µν , (11)
where
f˜ := f − 1 + h′, Z := 1
2
f ′
(
(φ)2 + φ;µνφ;µν
)− Λ′, Z˜ := Z − φ,αh′,α,
f ′ := df/dφ, Λ′ := dΛ/dφ, h′ := dh/dR˜ and T (m)µν = 2√−g
δSm
δgµν
is the matter
energy momentum tensor. For the detailed calculations in the variation of the
action the interested reader is referred to appendix B. While at first glance
this modified Einstein equation looks more involved than the one presented
in [11], calculating its components in the synchronous frame will reveal that
in the general case, apart from the new terms due to h, the theory defined
by (9) is in fact the simpler one.
2Note that for this interpretation we still need to factor out the gravitational constant
such that Λ = fΛ.
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The evolution of the mimetic field is already completely determined by the
constraint (2), which we obtain from variation with respect to the Lagrange
multiplier. The equation obtained by varying (8) with respect to φ hence can
only return the favor and provide a condition to determine λ. Conveniently
written in terms of the quantity
Ξ := λ+ f˜ (R− Rµνφ,µφ,ν)−f − φ,µZ,µ − φ,µh′,µφ, (12)
this “equation of motion” of φ reads
(Ξφ,ν);ν =
[
(f − h′),µφ;νµ + Z ,ν − φ,νφ,µZ,µ +φ
(
h′,ν − φ,νφ,µh′,µ
)
+ f˜
(
Rµνφ,µ − Rαβφ,αφ,βφ,ν
)]
;ν
. (13)
In the synchronous frame the right hand side turns out to be just the 3-
divergence of a 3-vector (denoted by Xa|a) and we find the solution
Ξ = 1√
γ
∫
dt
√
γ
(
κabf
,b + Z ,a + f˜Ra0 + κh
′,a − κabh′,b
)
|a
. (14)
Let us now evaluate (11) in the synchronous frame t = φ where it takes
its simplest form. Using (12), the 0− 0 component of the modified Einstein
equation becomes
1
3
(f − 2κf ′) κ2−Λ+κΛ′− 1
2
(f + κf ′) κ˜ab κ˜
b
a =
1
2
(
h− 3R)+Ξ+8πT (m)00 , (15)
where κ˜ab := κ
a
b − 13κδab is the traceless part of the extrinsic curvature. Note
that inserting the solution (14) for Ξ, this equation becomes in general an
integro-differential equation. Suitably taking another time derivative (%φµ);µ
of (15) yields a differential equation containing second time derivatives of
the metric. This is a manifestation of the fact that in mimetic gravity the
conformal degree of freedom of the gravitational field becomes dynamical.
Note that for spaces where 3R = 0 and the integrand in Ξ vanishes by
homogeneity, (15) is precisely the same as the 0−0 component of the modified
Einstein equation presented in [11].
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The spatial components of (11) after raising one index read
− 1√
γ
∂t (
√
γ (fκab + Zδ
a
b ))− 12L δab = Sab + 8πT (m)ab , (16)
where
Sab := (1− h′)3Rab + h′ |ab −∆h′δab (17)
contains spatial curvature terms. Subtracting from this equation one third
of its (spatial) trace removes all isotropic terms proportional to δab and we
obtain
− 1√
γ
∂t (
√
γ f κ˜ab) = S˜
a
b + 8πT˜
(m)a
b (18)
where the right hand side consists of the traceless parts of Sab and T
(m)a
b . The
spatial components of the modified Einstein equation are hence second order
in time. A non-linear potential h(3R) introduces higher spatial derivatives of
up to forth order.
Finally, the mixed components of the modified Einstein equation (11)
read
fR0a + Z,a + κ
b
af,b = 8πT
(m)
0a . (19)
These equations, as in standard GR, contain only first time derivatives of the
metric and could be thought of as a constraint that needs to be satisfied on
an initial hypersurface φ = φi and then continues to hold by virtue of validity
of the other components of the modified Einstein equation. Note that h does
not appear in the mixed equations. Moreover, (19) can be used to simplify
(14) to
Ξ = 1√
γ
∫
dt
√
γ
(
T
(m)a
0 − (1− h′)Ra0 + κh′,a − κabh′,b
)
|a
. (20)
Note that time reversal invariance of general relativity is maintained in
our modification if we choose f and Λ as symmetric functions of κ. Moreover,
if we require
f = 1 +O (κ2) , Λ = O (κ4) , h = O (R˜2) ,
then in the limit of low curvatures (15), (16) and (19) are just the components
of the usual Einstein equation with a contribution of mimetic matter, given
by the constant of integration in Ξ.
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2 Non-flat Universes
2.1 Friedmann Universes
The metric of a homogeneous, isotropic universe with cosmological time t is
given by
ds2 = dt2 − a2(t)
(
dr2
1− κr2 + r
2dΩ2
)
, (21)
where κ ∈ {−1, 0,+1} and dΩ2 = dϑ2 + sin2 ϑdϕ2. Note that the unique
solution of constraint (2) in such a spacetime which is compatible with ho-
mogeneity is φ = t + const. Hence the quantities in the synchronous frame
(4) are given by
κ =
u˙
u
= 3
a˙
a
, 3R =
6κ
a2
,
where we introduced u := a3. Moreover, by isotropy, κ˜ab = 0 and by homo-
geneity Ξ ∝ 1/u describes only the dust-like contribution of mimetic matter.
For the sake of simplicity and because the remaining equation is still general
enough for all our purposes we make again the simplifying choice
Λ =
2
3
κ2(f − 1), (22)
familiar from [11]. The 0− 0 modified Einstein equation (15) then becomes(
f − 2
3
)
κ2 =
1
2
(
h(3R)− 3R)+ ε (23)
where ε := Ξ + 8πT
(m)
00 is the total energy density of mimetic and ordinary
matter. Note that this modified Friedmann equation is still formulated in
terms of the same variables as the original Friedmann equation. Only the
relation between curvature and energy density is changed at large curvatures.
While the left hand side of (23) depends on κ2 only, the right hand side is in
general some function of u. Such a relation can be thought of as an integral
curve in the “phase space” spanned by u and κ = d ln u/dt. Drawing this
phase portrait for a specific modification will allow us to understand its
qualitative behaviour without the need to obtain explicit solutions.
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Spatially flat universe: Let us use this phase portrait technique to show
that in the case κ = 0 there is essentially only one possibility for the be-
haviour of a non-singular modification. Since the total energy density ε is
in general a monotonically decreasing function in u, in this case (23) can be
understood as a relation of the form u(κ2). Furthermore, if this relation is to
describe a non-singular modified Friedmann equation, it must be one-to-one.
Otherwise, if at some point du/dκ2 = 0, then
κ˙ = u˙
dκ
du
= u κ
dκ
du
=
u
2
dκ2
du
(24)
would diverge. Since in the general non-vacuum case we cannot expect di-
vergences of κ˙ and κ2 to cancel out exactly in the Ricci scalar (5), both
quantities have to be bounded separately to avoid a curvature singularity.
Hence, in the following we will assume that the relation provided by (23) is
of the form κ2(u) and it is one-to-one in the case κ = 0.
By (24), boundedness of κ˙ implies that the domain of definition of the
relation κ2(u) can be extended to u ∈ [0,∞). Boundedness of κ implies that∫ ∞
0
du
dκ
du
= −κ(u = 0) (25)
has a finite value, where we made use of the low curvature limit κ2(u→∞) =
0. At the lower bound, the integral can only converge if udκ
du
→ 0. By (24) it
follows that κ˙ → 0. Hence, in this limit κ must be asymptotically constant
at some limiting value ±κ0. Recalling that κ is the logarithmic derivative of
u, this means that asymptotically
u = a3 ∝ exp (±κ0t) (26)
as t→ ∓∞. In conclusion, the most natural modifications generically replace
Big Bang/Big Crunch singularities by a smooth transition to a de Sitter-like
initial/final state with limiting curvature. In [11] we provided a concrete
example of a non-singular, spatially flat universe using the simple choice
f =
1
1− (κ2/κ20)
. (27)
Assuming ε ∝ (1/u)1+w, we found the implicit solution
1 + w
2
κ0t =
κ0
κ
− atanh κ
κ0
−
√
2 arctan
(√
2
κ
κ0
)
(28)
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for κ(t). The expanding branch κ > 0 describes a smooth transition from
an expanding de Sitter universe to an expanding Friedmann universe with
a ∝ t2/3(1+w). Its conformal diagram is given by the upper triangle of the
left diagram of figure (1), cf. [17]. Comoving geodesics start from i˜− and
i˜+
i−
i+
i˜−
J −
t =
+
∞
J +
t =
−∞ ≈
expanding
dS
contracting
Figure 1: Conformal diagram of a modified spatially flat Friedmann universe.
reach i+ after infinite proper time. Other causal geodesics, however, are past
incomplete in the same way as in an expanding de Sitter space in the flat
slicing. At the line t = −∞ all curvature invariants are bounded and hence
we can complete the diagram by gluing the contracting solution κ < 0, which
is related to the expanding solution simply by time reversal. Albeit φ = t is
obviously discontinuous at the junction, the metrics can be joined smoothly
just like the expanding and contracting de Sitter space. In this way we obtain
a geodesically complete, non-singular spacetime.
Non-flat universe: Let us now extend our analysis to the spatially non-flat
case κ = ±1. In this case the relation κ2(u) provided by (23) does not have to
be bijective. In fact, if it were one-to-one, the same arguments as above would
apply and we would run into a curvature singularity as 3R(u→ 0)→∞. This
can only be avoided by a bounce at some finite umin.
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A zero of the relation κ2(u) at umin can connect the contracting half-plane
κ < 0 to the expanding half-plane κ > 0. If at this point also κ˙ would vanish,
there would be a static fixed point solution at (u, κ) = (u0, 0). Thus, by (24),
only a zero of first order of κ2(u) can describe an actual bounce.
For concreteness, consider the case where ε = 3c/u1+w and make the
simple power law ansatz
h(3R) = −6
(
δ
6
3R
)2n
= −6
(
δ
a2
)2n
, (29)
where the prefactors were chosen for later convenience and we restrict to
even powers in order to obtain the same high curvature modifications for
both κ = ±1. The right hand side of the modified Friedmann equation (23)
then becomes proportional to
c
a3(1+w)
− κ
a2
−
(
δ
a2
)2n
.
Since the left hand side of (23) should be a one-to-one function of κ2 which
is linear in the low curvature limit, a zero of this right hand side means that
κ = 0 at such a point. In standard GR, setting δ = 0, this right hand side
has just one non-trivial zero, namely in the case κ = 1 at
amax = c
1/(1+3w), (30)
corresponding to the moment of recollapse of a closed universe. In our mod-
ification, by the choice of sign of h, there is now also another first order zero
describing a bounce. At the moment of bounce the linear contribution of 3R
is negligible compared to h and we find
amin =
(
δ2n
c
)1/(4n−3(1+w))
. (31)
Assuming that amax ≫ amin, there is some intermediate region where the
energy density ε dominates both spatial curvature terms. In this region (23)
becomes like in the spatially flat case and we expect a stage where κ2 ∼ κ20
is approximately constant at the limiting curvature. A contracting universe
will hence undergo a stage of exponential contraction before going through
a bounce followed by exponential expansion.
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We can estimate the duration of this inflationary stage which is, by time
reversal symmetry, equal to the duration of the stage of exponential contrac-
tion. Inflation will end at the moment when κ2 and hence also the left hand
side of (23) drops below the order of κ20. This will happen around a = af
where
a
3(1+w)
f ∼
c
κ20
. (32)
The value ai at the beginning of inflation will not be much different from
amin. The number of e-folds expressed through the dimensionless quantities
c˜ and δ˜ defined by
c˜ = c κ
3(1+w)−2
0 , δ˜ = δ κ
2−1/n
0 ,
can hence be approximated by
N ∼ 2n
4n− 3(1 + w) ln
(
c˜
2
3(1+w) δ˜−1
)
. (33)
A necessary number of e-folds can be achieved e.g. by an exponentially small
value of δ˜ or an exponentially large value of c˜. Note that for radiation with
w = 1/3 we have to choose n > 1 in order to still have a bounce. On the
other hand, for n = 1, a value smaller than, but close to 1/3,
w =
1
3
(1− ǫ), ǫ≪ 1, (34)
can also explain a large number of e-folds even when all other dimensionless
parameters are of the order of unity. In this case
N ∼ ln(c˜/δ˜
2)
ǫ
. (35)
Let us illustrate this in a simple concrete example for a closed universe (κ =
1) and with the familiar choice (27) for the function f . In this case (23)
becomes
1
9
κ2
(
1 + 2 (κ2/κ20)
1− (κ2/κ20)
)
=
1
a2
[(amax
a
)2−ǫ (
1−
(amin
a
)ǫ)
− 1
]
, (36)
where amax and amin are defined by (30) and (31). Let us analyze the asymp-
totics of this equation starting at the moment of recollapse where we set
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t = 0. At this point a ∼ amax ≫ amin and κ ≪ κ0. Moreover, the deviation
from w = 1/3 is irrelevant for the behaviour in this region and we set ǫ = 0
for simplicity. Recalling that κ = 3a˙/a, (36) in this case becomes
a˙2 =
(amax
a
)2
− 1 (37)
and has the solution
a(t) =
√
a2max − t2. (38)
This would be the full exact solution of (36) in standard GR, i.e. if we would
set amin = 0 and κ0 → ∞. It describes a closed universe starting from a
Big Bang at t = −amax, expanding until t = 0, then recollapsing until finally
reaching a Big Crunch at t = amax. Since for this solution
κ(t) =
3t
t2 − a2max
, (39)
both Big Bang and Big Crunch represent curvature singularities. In our
theory, however, κ becomes of order of the limiting curvature at t− amax ∼
1/κ0 and the modification starts to take over.
In the region where the energy density is dominating both spatial deriva-
tive terms, (36) becomes like for a flat Friedmann universe. The exact implicit
solution of an equation of this form was obtained in [11] and for the case at
hand it reads
2
3
κ0(t− amax) = κ0
κ
− atanh κ
κ0
−
√
2 arctan
(√
2
κ
κ0
)
, (40)
where the constant of integration was fixed such that the −κ ≪ κ0 asymp-
totic
κ =
3
2(t− amax) (41)
of (40) matches the t ∼ amax asymptotic of (39). The contracting branch of
(40) describes a smooth transition between the asymptotic (41) at t≪ amax
and the asymptotically constant solution κ ∼ −κ0 at t ≫ amax. Hence, the
scale factor does not vanish at t = amax but after t≫ amax starts to decrease
exponentially as
a ∝ exp (−1
3
κ0t
)
. (42)
Contrary to the spatially flat case, the exponential contraction now cannot
continue until t → ∞ because at some point the spatial curvature depen-
dent potential will start to counteract this contraction and thus prevent an
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unbounded growth of the spatial curvature. Expanded around a ∼ amin (36)
becomes
κ2/κ20
(
1 + 2 (κ2/κ20)
1− (κ2/κ20)
)
= ǫ˜
(
a
amin
− 1
)
, (43)
where
ǫ˜ := ǫ
9
κ20 a
2
min
(
amax
amin
)2−ǫ
. (44)
Isolating a from this equation on one side and taking the time derivative of
the logarithm of this equation, we obtain a separable first order differential
equation for κ with the implicit solution
1
6
κ0(t− tb) = atanh κ
κ0
+ ǫ˜− arctan
(
ǫ˜−
κ
κ0
)
+ ǫ˜+ arctan
(
ǫ˜+
κ
κ0
)
, (45)
where the constant of integration tb corresponds the moment of bounce and
ǫ˜2± :=
4
ǫ˜− 1±√1− 10ǫ˜+ ǫ˜2 .
The t≪ tb asymptotic of the contracting branch of this solution is κ ∼ −κ0,
in agreement with the late time asymptotic of (40). Note that the sign in
front of the atanh term in (45) is opposite to that in (40). This means that
−κ is now decreasing again until κ = 0 at t = tb. Expansion of (45) around
κ ∼ 0 yields
κ =
ǫ˜
6
κ0(t− tb). (46)
Integrating again, we find a smooth bounce described by the leading order
solution
a = amin
(
1 +
ǫ˜
12
κ0 (t− tb)2
)1/3
. (47)
At t = tb we pass from the contracting into the expanding halfplane. By time
reversal invariance, the solution in the expanding plane will be just a mirror
image of the solution in the contracting plane. Hence, after the bounce κ will
grow until reaching κ0 as described by the expanding branch of (45). It will
stay approximately constant for the number of e-folds given by (35) followed
by a smooth graceful exit described by the expanding branch of (40). Finally,
after κ ≪ κ0, the term linear in spatial curvature will dominate again and
cause a recollapse according to (38), restarting the whole cycle anew. The
solution is hence eternally oscillating clockwise in the phase space (u, κ) on
the closed trajectory described by (36).
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2.2 Bianchi Universes
The general3 form of a homogeneous but not necessarily isotropic spatial
metric is given by
γab = γAB e
A
a e
B
b , (48)
where γAB is spatially constant and the frame one-forms e
A
a are constant in
time and satisfy (
∂eCa
∂xb
− ∂e
C
b
∂xa
)
eaAe
b
B = CCAB. (49)
Here eaA is the inverse of e
A
a and CCAB are the structure constants of the group
of motion of the three-dimensional homogeneous space under consideration
[18], [19]. The inverse metric and the metric determinant are given by
γab = γAB eaAe
b
B,
√
γ = uv, (50)
where γAB is the inverse of γAB, v is the determinant of e
A
a and u
2 is the
determinant of γAB and hence depends only on time.
The extrinsic curvature of these homogeneous spatial slices is given by
κab =
1
2
γ˙AB e
A
a e
B
b =: κAB e
A
a e
B
b , κ
a
b =
1
2
γAC γ˙CB e
a
Ae
B
b =: κ
A
B e
a
Ae
B
b (51)
and we see that
κ = κaa = κ
A
A =
u˙
u
. (52)
The spatial connection coefficients are given by
λcab =
∂eCa
∂xb
ecC −ACAB ecCeAa eBb , (53)
with the spatially constant coefficients
ACAB =
1
2
(CCAB − CEDBγEAγDC − CEDAγEBγDC) . (54)
Note that γABCCAB = 0 and ACDC = CCDC . The mixed components of the
4−Ricci tensor are given by
R0a =
(
κDCCCAD − κDACEDE
)
eAa , (55)
3Excluding Kantowski-Sachs type models which bear more similarity with the interior
of black holes than with cosmological models, cf. section 3.2.
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and the spatial Ricci curvature is
3Rab =
3RAB e
A
a e
B
b ,
3RAB = ACDCADAB −ADBCACAD. (56)
The spatial Bianchi identity reads
3RDCCCAD − 3RDACEDE = 0. (57)
Note that 3Raa =
3RAA =
3R is constant in space. Hence we can immediately
solve (14) to find that
Ξ ∝ 1
u
, (58)
and the spatial curvature contribution (17) to the spatial modified Einstein
equation is just
Sab = (1− h′)3Rab . (59)
The whole modified Einstein equation can be expressed independent of the
frame vectors. Let us restrict to the case of isotropic, comoving matter, e.g.
dust or mimetic matter, with total energy density ε. Then the temporal
equation (15) reads
1
3
(f − 2κf ′) κ2 − Λ + κΛ′ = 1
2
(f + κf ′) κ˜ABκ˜
B
A +
1
2
(
h− 3R)+ ε. (60)
The trace subtracted spatial equations (18) become
− 1
u
∂t
(
u f κ˜AB
)
= (1− h′)
(
3RAB −
1
3
3R δAB
)
. (61)
Contracting with κ˜BA we find the useful equation
1
fu2
∂t
(
u2f 2κ˜ABκ˜
B
A
)
= −2 (1− h′) 3RAB κ˜BA . (62)
Finally, the mixed component equation is simply
κ˜DCCCAD − κ˜DACEDE = 0. (63)
Let us in the following assume that the frame metric γAB is diagonal. This
additional assumption is an expression of non-rotating Kasner axes, cf. [19].
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2.2.1 Bianchi type I.
This is the case where all structure constants vanish and the spatial slices
are hence Euclidean. (61) is easily integrated and yields
κ˜AB =
λAB
fu
, (64)
with constants of integration λAB and (60) becomes
1
3
(f − 2κf ′)κ2 − Λ + κΛ′ = f + κf
′
2f 2
λ¯2
u2
+ ε, (65)
where λ¯2 := λABλ
B
A. Like in the Friedmann case, this equation defines an
integral curve in the phase space spanned by u and κ. Provided that (f +
κf ′)/f 2 is bounded, it will look qualitatively similar to (23) for the Friedmann
universe. At low curvatures where κ ≪ κ0 and u → ∞, the right hand side
will be dominated by any contribution of matter with equation of state w < 1.
The evolution of u is then given by
u ∝ t2/(1+w) (66)
like in a Friedmann universe. Moreover, according to (64), the anisotropic
extrinsic curvature contribution κ˜AB ∝ u−1 will decay at t → ∞ faster than
κ ∝ t−1. This means that the presence of any kind of isotropic matter with
w < 1 will eventually lead to isotropy of an expanding universe.
On the other hand, approaching u→ 0, we see that the term u−2 coming
from curvature due to anisotropy will dominate any such matter contribu-
tion. This is why in order to understand the behaviour close to singularities
it is sufficient to study the vacuum case. Without modifications, the vac-
uum solution is given by the Kasner metric, featuring a singularity. In an
attempt to remove this anisotropic singularity, we will find that the prop-
erty of asymptotic freedom is an inevitable condition for any non-singular
modification:
Just as for a modified flat Friedmann universe, (65) establishes a one-to-
one relation between κ and u. By the same argument as in the last section,
the only way it can be non-singular is for κ to tend to its constant limiting
value as u→ 0. While in this case κ2 as well as κ˙ are bounded,
κ˜ABκ˜
B
A =
λ¯2
f 2u2
(67)
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will become singular, unless that f(κ) diverges fast enough as κ → κ0. It
follows that the only way to avoid a curvature singularity in (5) is a fast
enough divergence of f at the limiting curvature. Moreover, if 1/(fu) → 0,
then the anisotropic Kasner solution will even become isotropic close to the
limiting curvature. A concrete illustration of this was presented in [11].
2.2.2 Bianchi type V.
As an example for an anisotropic, spatially non-flat universe where we can
still understand the modified Einstein equation in terms of a two dimensional
phase portrait, we consider Bianchi type V. Here the non-vanishing structure
constants are determined by
C 2¯1¯2¯ = 1, C 3¯1¯3¯ = 1. (68)
We calculate
A2¯1¯2¯ = A3¯1¯3¯ = 1, A1¯2¯2¯ = −γ 1¯1¯γ2¯2¯, A1¯3¯3¯ = −γ 1¯1¯γ3¯3¯, (69)
and find that the spatial curvature components in the frame are given by
3R1¯1¯ =
3R2¯2¯ =
3R3¯3¯ = −2γ 1¯1¯. (70)
Hence the spatial curvature is still isotropic and (61) has the first integral
κ˜AB =
λAB
fu
. (71)
By the mixed components (63) it follows that
κ˜1¯1¯ = 0, κ˜
2¯
2¯ = −κ˜3¯3¯ =:
λ˜
fu
, (72)
where we can assume without loss of generality that the constant of integra-
tion λ˜ ≥ 0. Integrating again yields the frame metric
γAB = u
2/3 diag
(
1/α2, b2, α2b−2
)
, (73)
where α is a constant of integration and b is a function of time. The differ-
ential equations (49) are solved by the frame vectors
e1¯a = α δ
1
a, e
2¯
a = e
αx δ2a, e
3¯
a = e
αx/α δ3a (74)
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and, fixing overall constant factors, this frame metric corresponds to the
spacetime metric
ds2 = dt2 − u2/3 [dx2 + e2αx (b2dy2 + b−2dz2)] . (75)
Note that the spatial slices are spaces of constant negative curvature. The
equation (60) for this class becomes
1
3
(f − 2κf ′) κ2 − Λ+ κΛ′ = f + κf
′
f 2
λ˜2
u2
+
1
2
(
h(−6α2u−2/3) + 6α2u−2/3)+ ε.
(76)
It is again just an integral curve in the phase space (u, κ) which can be
treated as for the non-flat Friedmann universe. If h includes a term ∝ (3R)n
with n ≥ 3 and has the right sign, it will describe a bounce in the same way
as (36). The solution for b is determined by
b˙
b
= κ˜2¯2¯ =
λ˜
fu
≥ 0. (77)
Hence b is monotonically increasing and the moment of greatest slope of b is
at the bounce, where u assumes its minimum, κ = 0 and f(κ) = 1.
Long before/long after the bounce, i.e. at u≫ umin, the linear contribu-
tion of spatial curvature ∝ u−2/3 is dominating both h and λ˜2/u2. Moreover,
in this region κ2 ≪ κ20. In the case of vacuum, the asymptotic solution of
(76) is hence given by
u(t) = (α |t|)3 . (78)
Integrating (77) then yields
b ∝ exp
(
−λ˜
2α3t2
)
−−−−→
t→±∞
b±0 . (79)
Fixing the constant of integration, we can achieve that b+0 = 1/b
−
0 . Hence,
starting at t → −∞ from a contracting spacetime, after the bounce we
obtain the time reversed expanding spacetime where the directions y and z
are interchanged. Since κabκ
b
a is everywhere bounded and in the early/late
time asympotic it holds that κabκ
b
a ∝ κ2 ∝ 1/t2, the condition for causal
completeness from appendix A is satisfied.
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2.2.3 Bianchi types II, VI0, VII0, VIII, IX.
These five Bianchi types can be treated on a common footing by labeling the
non-vanishing structure constants as
C 1¯2¯3¯ = λ, C 2¯3¯1¯ = µ, C 3¯1¯2¯ = ν. (80)
The individual classes can then be read off from the following table:
II VI0 VII0 VIII IX
λ 1 1 1 1 1
µ 0 -1 1 1 1
ν 0 0 0 -1 1
Corresponding solutions for the frame vectors can be found in [19]. Tak-
ing a diagonal metric, the mixed components (63) are trivially satisfied.
Parametrizing the frame metric as
γAB = u
2/3diag(a2, b2, c2), (81)
where abc = 1, it holds that
κ˜1¯1¯ =
a˙
a
, κ˜2¯2¯ =
b˙
b
, κ˜3¯3¯ =
c˙
c
. (82)
The spatial curvature components are given by
3R1¯1¯ =
1
2u2/3
(
λ2a4 − (µb2 − νc2)2) , (83)
3R2¯2¯ =
1
2u2/3
(
µ2b4 − (νc2 − λa2)2) , (84)
3R3¯3¯ =
1
2u2/3
(
ν2c4 − (λa2 − µb2)2) . (85)
Finally, the traceless spatial modified Einstein equations (61) become
∂t
(
uf
a˙
a
)
=
(h′ − 1)u1/3
3
(
λa2
(
2λa2 − µb2 − νc2)− (µb2 − νc2)2) , (86)
∂t
(
uf
b˙
b
)
=
(h′ − 1)u1/3
3
(
µb2
(
2µb2 − νc2 − λa2)− (νc2 − λa2)2) , (87)
∂t
(
uf
c˙
c
)
=
(h′ − 1)u1/3
3
(
νc2
(
2νc2 − λa2 − µb2)− (λa2 − µb2)2) . (88)
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In general, (60) describes a hypersurface in a six-dimensional phase space
parametrized e.g. by (u, a, b, κ, κ˜1¯1¯, κ˜
2¯
2¯). Clearly, the general analysis of this
system becomes intractable analytically. Let us hence restrict to the case
where the conformal degree of freedom decouples from the rest. For general
λ, µ, ν we look for special solutions where (60) contains only u and κ and can
be decoupled from the other equations. By (62), the condition for this to be
possible is
3RAB κ˜
B
A = 0 ⇔ κ˜ABκ˜BA ∝
1
u2f 2
. (89)
After a short calculation, we find that for the Bianchi types under consider-
ation
3RAB κ˜
B
A = −
1
2u2/3
∂t
(
u2/3 3R
)
. (90)
Hence the condition (89) is equivalent to
3R =
−d
2u2/3
, (91)
where
d := λ2a4 + µ2b4 + ν2c4 − 2 (µνb2c2 + νλa2c2 + λµa2b2) != const. (92)
The temporal modified Einstein equation is in this case just the same as (76)
for Bianchi type V. Again, a bounce can be implemented by a term ∝ (3R)n
with n ≥ 3 in h. Such a bounce ensures that κABκBA is bounded.
In the case of negative spatial curvature (d > 0) there is only one bounce
and no recollapse and hence
κABκ
B
A ∝
1
t2
as t→ ±∞, (93)
like in Bianchi type V. It follows that in the case d > 0 such a bounce
is already enough to ensure causal geodesic completeness, as one finds by
slightly modifying the theorem presented in [20], cf. appendix A.
In the case of positive spatial curvature (d < 0) the solution for u(t) and
κ(t) will be cyclic, similar to the closed Friedmann universe. Note that
d+
4µν
a2
=
(
λa2 − µb2 − νc2)2 , (94)
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which holds also for simultaneous cyclic permutations of (a, b, c) and (λ, µ, ν).
This can be used to express the right hand side of (86) solely through a and
u. For Bianchi type IX in particular we find that
∂t
(
uf
a˙
a
)
= (1− h′)u1/3
(
a2
√
d+
4
a2
+
d
3
)
. (95)
By symmetry, the same equation must also hold if a is replaced with b or c.
Since both u and κ, which appear as sources in this equation, are periodic in
time, we expect that also the solutions for a, b and c are oscillating between
their minimal and maximal values and the corresponding spacetimes will be
non-singular.
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3 Modified Black Hole
3.1 Black hole in synchronous coordinates
In GR the metric of a non-rotating, eternal black hole in the synchronous
Lemaˆıtre coordinates [21] is given by
ds2 = dT 2 − (x/x+)−2/3 dR2 − (x/x+)4/3 r2g dΩ2, (96)
where x = R−T , and rg = 2M . These coordinates are regular at the horizon
x = x+ :=
4
3
M,
and the region x > 0 covers both interior and exterior of the Schwarzschild
black hole. For comoving observers with R, ϑ, ϕ = const., T represents
proper time. In the Schwarzschild radial coordinate r = rg (x/x+)
2/3 the
paths followed by these synchronous observers correspond to radially infalling
geodesics. They start from rest at r →∞ at proper time T → −∞ and reach
the singularity at r = 0 at the finite proper time T = R.
To see how (96) is modified in our theory, we consider in the synchronous
coordinates (4) provided by T = φ the ansatz
ds2 = dT 2 − a2 (x) dR2 − b2 (x) dΩ2, (97)
where the functions a and b still depend only on x = R − T . The transfor-
mation to Schwarzschild coordinates t and r is given by
t = T −
∫
dx
a2
1− a2 , r = b(R − T ), (98)
which brings the metric to the form
ds2 = (1− a2)dt2 − a
2
b′ 2(1− a2)dr
2 − r2dΩ2. (99)
The dependence of a and b′ on r has to be found by inverting r = b(x). The
spatial metric determinant of (97) is
γ = a2b4 sin2 ϑ =: u2(x) sin2 ϑ,
and the non-vanishing components of the extrinsic curvature are given by
κRR =
a˙
a
= −a
′
a
, κϑϑ = κ
ϕ
ϕ =
b˙
b
= −b
′
b
,
where the prime denotes x-derivatives.
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The spatial Ricci curvature components for the class of metrics (97) are
given by
3RRR = R
R
T = 2
(
γRR
(
κϑϑ
)2 − γϑϑ + 3Rϑϑ) , (100)
3Rϑϑ =
3Rϕϕ =
1
2κϑϑ
(
γRR
(
κϑϑ
)2 − γϑϑ)′ − 2(γRR (κϑϑ)2 − γϑϑ) . (101)
The condition for spatial flatness hence amounts to the single equation
γRR
(
κϑϑ
)2 − γϑϑ = 0 ⇔ a2 = b′ 2. (102)
In this case the metric in Schwarschild coordinates takes the form
ds2 = (1− a2)dt2 − dr
2
(1− a2) − r
2dΩ2, (103)
and we see that the Schwarzschild metric (96) is spatially flat in Lemaˆıtre
coordinates.
Note that in the direction of the vector field
kµ
∂
∂xµ
:=
∂
∂R
+
∂
∂T
=
∂
∂t
(104)
the Lie derivative of (97) vanishes. In other words, kµ is a Killing vector field
with norm
kµkµ = 1− a2(x).
It follows that a Killing horizon occurs wherever a2(x) = 1. Let us, in analogy
with (96), denote the largest value of x where this happens, i.e. the most
exterior horizon, by x+. We can also calculate the surface gravity gs of this
Killing horizon which is defined by the equation [22]
kν;µk
µ = gs k
ν , (105)
evaluated at the horizon. We find that it is related to the extrinsic curvature
of the synchronous slices by
gs = κ
R
R(x+) = −a′(x+). (106)
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3.2 On generality of the solution φ = T
In the last section we were making ansatz (97) from the beginning in the
synchronous coordinates provided by T = φ. One could, however, ask the
question how some other synchronous time coordinate would be related to
this specific one, i.e. if there is a more general solution of the constraint (2)
in a metric given by (97). Such a solution still has to be consistent with the
isometries of (97), e.g. it should be independent of the angular coordinates
by spherical symmetry. Moreover, applying the Lie-derivative Lkµ ∂
∂xµ
to the
constraint equation (2) or to the modified Einstein equation (11), we find the
consistency condition[
kµ
∂
∂xµ
, φ,ν
∂
∂xν
]
=
(
kµ
∂
∂xµ
φ,ν − φ,µ ∂
∂xµ
kν
)
∂
∂xν
= 0, (107)
from which it follows that
φ = c T + ξ(R− T ), (108)
where c is a constant and ξ is an arbitrary function. Reinserting into the
constraint equation (2), we find the family of solutions
ξ
(c)
± (x) =
∫
dx
c a2 ± a√c2 − 1 + a2
a2 − 1 . (109)
Introducing the radial coordinate
r˜ := cR− ̺(R − T ) (110)
and requiring the coordinates (t˜ := φ, r˜, ϑ, ϕ) to be synchronous, i.e. g˜ t˜r˜ = 0,
yields the corresponding solution
̺
(c)
± (x) = −c
∫
dx
1 ± c a/√c2 − 1 + a2
a2 − 1 . (111)
Note that the combination
x˜ := r˜ − t˜ = ∓
∫
dx
a√
c2 − 1 + a2 (112)
is only a function of x = R−T and hence all functions of x can be expressed
as functions of x˜. The full metric ansatz in these coordinates will thus be
again of the form
ds2 = dt˜ 2 − a˜2 (x˜) dr˜2 − b˜2 (x˜) dΩ2, (113)
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where now φ = t˜ and
a˜2(x˜) =
c2 − 1 + a2(x(x˜))
c2
, b˜2(x˜) = b2(x(x˜)). (114)
Hence, the ansatz (97) made above (corresponding to the case c = 1) is fully
general. The Killing vector field ∂/∂t in these coordinates has the expression
∂
∂t
=
∂
∂R
+
∂
∂T
= c
(
∂
∂r˜
+
∂
∂t˜
)
. (115)
Suppose that the metric is spatially flat in the original coordinates T,R, i.e.
b′(x)2 = a2(x). Then the relation in the new coordinates is(
db˜
dx˜
)2
= c2a˜2(x˜). (116)
It follows that there can only be at most one synchronous coordinate system
in which such a metric is spatially flat.
The case c = 0, where even kµφ,µ = 0, is exceptional and deserves special
attention. In this case the corresponding synchronous coordinates (t˜ = φ, r˜)
are defined by
t˜ = −
∫
dx
a√
a2 − 1 , r˜ = R +
∫
dx
1
a2 − 1 , (117)
and the metric is
ds2 = dt˜ 2 − (a2 − 1) dr˜2 − b2dΩ2, (118)
where a and b can now be expressed as functions of t˜ only. This is a
Kantowski-Sachs type metric [23] and hence homogeneous. In these coor-
dinates the metric can never be spatially flat. The condition for spatial
flatness in the original c = 1 coordinates translates to(
db
dt˜
)2
= a2 − 1. (119)
Note that φ = t˜ is not a global solution of (2) because it is only defined
where a2 > 1 and becomes singular at the horizon. This is the ansatz that
was first considered and then discarded in [8] before it was realized that the
global solution φ = T has to be used.
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3.3 Modified Einstein equations
Considering for simplicity the theory where h = 0, we want to derive the
modified Einstein equation for a metric of the form (97). By virtue of the
fact that all relevant quantities depend on R and T only through the quantity
x = R−T , we can replace ∂T = −∂R and reduce partial differential equations
to ordinary differential equations.
For example, for the vacuum case at hand (20) yields
Ξ = − 1√
γ
∫
dT ∂R
(√
γRRT
)
= RRT =
3RRR,
where we set the constant of integration to zero to be consistent with the
asymptotic exterior vacuum solution (96). Hence the temporal modified Ein-
stein equation (15) becomes
1
3
(f − 2κf ′)κ2 − Λ + κΛ′ − 1
2
(f + κf ′) κ˜ab κ˜
b
a = γ
RR
(
κϑϑ
)2 − γϑϑ. (120)
The trace subtracted spatial equations (18) read
1
u
(ufκ˜ab)
′ = 3Rab −
1
3
3Rδab . (121)
By spherical symmetry and tracelessness they contribute only one indepen-
dent equation. Subtracting the ϑ− ϑ equation from the R−R equation and
inserting (100), (101) it can be written as
1
u
(
u f
(
b′
b
− a
′
a
))′
=
1
2κϑϑ
(
γRR(κϑϑ)
2 − γϑϑ)′ . (122)
For the Schwarzschild solution (96) it holds that κ = −1/x. Hence, for large
mass black holes with
M ≫ 1
κ0
(123)
the extrinsic curvature at the horizon x = x+ ≈ 4M/3 is much lower than
the limiting curvature scale κ0 and we can still expect the exterior solution
to be given by (96) and modifications to restrict themselves to the interior
region. As we have seen, the Schwarzschild solution (96) is exactly spatially
flat in the given slicing. Let us assume that the spatial curvature will remain
negligible also for some range of x after the modification has taken over. In
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fact, we will find that the linear contribution of spatial curvature is irrelevant
for the region close to the horizon even in the case M ∼ κ−10 .
In this spatial flatness approximation (121) is easily integrated and yields
κ˜RR =
2M
fu
, κ˜ϑϑ = −
M
fu
, (124)
where the constants of integration have been fixed to match the Schwarzschild
solution in the limit x→∞. Accordingly, (120) becomes
κ2 (f − 2κf ′)− 3 (Λ− κΛ′)
f + κf ′
=
(
3M
fu
)2
, (125)
which is formally the same equation as (65) for a modified Kasner universe
and can be used to determine u(x). We can integrate (124) again to obtain
the solutions for a(x) and b(x) as
a = u1/3
(
2
3
κ0 e
H
)2/3
, b = u1/3
(
2
3
κ0 e
H
)−1/3
, (126)
where the prefactors have been chosen for dimensionality and later conve-
nience and
H :=
∫
dT
3M
fu
. (127)
Note that the integrand can be expressed entirely through κ from (125).
Moreover, applying the same technique as before and taking the time deriva-
tive of the logarithm of (125) yields a first order differential equation for κ
where M drops out. The dependence of a, b and u on the mass parameter M
can hence only come from a constant of integration which needs to be fixed
to match (96). Solutions of the spatially flat approximation hence generically
scale as
a, b ∝M1/3. (128)
For the analogous case of a contracting Kasner universe we have seen
in [11] that a fast enough divergence of f at the limiting curvature can
make anisotropies disappear during contraction. Under the condition that
H˙ ∝ 1/fu → 0 while fu2 remains finite when the limiting curvature is
approached, also for the case at hand it follows that κ˜RR and κ˜
ϑ
ϑ will vanish
as x → −∞. Hence, the functions a and b become alike, up to some finite
constant factor
ζ := lim
x→−∞
a(x)
b(x)
. (129)
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In the original Schwarzschild solution the function a is increasing as a ∝ b−1/2
as we go towards r = b → 0. Since the modification smoothly connects this
solution to a ∝ b, it is clear that a′ has to change sign at some point where a
reaches a maximum value before starting to decrease as we go deeper inside
the black hole to x→ −∞. If this maximum value of a is greater than one,
we hence expect two Killing horizons x±, one on each side of the maximum.
In the limiting case where the maximum is exactly equal to one, these two
horizons merge and the region where the Killing vector kµ is spacelike (region
II in the conformal diagram, cf. section 3.5) shrinks to a single horizon.
Decreasing the mass of the black hole even further, we find that no horizon
occurs at all. Hence there is a minimal mass of order
Mmin ∼ 1
κ0
(130)
below which no black hole solution exists. Moreover, by (106) it follows that
the surface gravity of this minimal black hole vanishes. This indicates that
the final product of black hole evaporation will approach a minimal mass
remnant for which Hawking radiation stops [16], [24].
Before illustrating this in a concrete example, let us discuss the fate of
the singularity of (96) at the “center” x = 0. The asymptotic solution of the
spatially flat approximation in the limit x→ −∞ becomes
ds2 = dT 2 − u 23 (x)
(
ζ
4
3dR2 + ζ−
2
3dΩ2
)
, (131)
where
u = u0 exp (κ0x). (132)
The spatial curvature components of this asymptotic solution are given by
3RRR = 0,
3Rϑϑ =
3Rϕϕ =
(
1−
(
κ0
3ζ
)2)(
ζ
u
)2/3
. (133)
Note that for modifications where it happens that ζ = κ0/3, the prefactor
in the spatial curvature exactly cancels and the asymptotic solution is hence
spatially flat. As a consequence, the full Ricci scalar of this asymptotic solu-
tion has a constant value and it describes a part of de Sitter spacetime. This
can be seen also by defining the new radial coordinate R˜ := (u0e
κ0R/ζ)1/3
which brings (131) to the form
ds2 = dT 2 − e− 23κ0T
((
3ζ
κ0
)2
dR˜2 + R˜2dΩ2
)
. (134)
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Since inside the inner horizon x− the Killing vector field kµ is timelike again,
we know that the metric in this region of the modified solution has to be
static. Transforming to static Schwarzschild coordinates (98), we find the
relations a = ζr, b′ = (κ0/3)r and the asymptotic metric
ds2 = (1− ζ2r2)dt2 − (3ζ/κ0)
2
(1− ζ2r2)dr
2 − r2dΩ2. (135)
In the case ζ = κ0/3, the solution in the region x ∈ (−∞, x−) (region IIa in
figures 2 and 3) hence approaches the static patch of the de Sitter spacetime
and has the same causal structure. The singularity is hence replaced by a
smooth transition to a part of de Sitter space [25].
The above shows that in principle it is possible to find a modification
for which the spatial curvature and hence also the potential h(3R) will never
become important and even exactly vanish in both limits x→ ±∞.
If ζ 6= κ0/3, the spatial curvature in the asymptotic region is of order
γRR
(
κ˜ϑϑ
)2 − γϑϑ → κ0/3ζ − 1
b2
∝ 1
u2/3
. (136)
Contracting (121) with κba we find that
1
2u2f
(
u2f 2κ˜ab κ˜
b
a
)′
= κab
3R˜ba =
1
3
(
κRR
κϑϑ
− 1
)(
γRR
(
κϑϑ
)2 − γϑϑ)′ . (137)
By asymptotic freedom and isotropy of the asymptotic solution, the right
hand side remains negligible for the whole range of x even if ζ 6= κ0/3. As a
consequence it still holds approximately that
κ˜ab κ˜
b
a ∝
1
u2f 2
, (138)
and thus the linear spatial curvature contribution ∝ u−2/3 to (125) is domi-
nated by u−2. Hence, we expect the solution in this case to remain qualita-
tively unchanged compared to the spatially flat approximation except for the
fact that now |3R| → ∞ as x → −∞. Naively treating (120) in the region
where a and b are alike as a formal analogue of a modified non-flat Fried-
mann universe, one would come to the conclusion that in order to achieve
a bounce and prevent this blowing up of spatial curvature, it would take a
spatial curvature dependent potential including a term
h = − ∣∣3R∣∣n , n > 3. (139)
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Of course this argument is purely heuristic and a rigorous verification would
require an analysis of the full system of equations given by the analogues
of (120) and (121) with h 6= 0. Without simplifying approximations, these
constitute a highly coupled system of non-linear differential equations for a
and b, or alternatively, u and H . To thoroughly verify our above speculation
would hence require further investigation (perhaps numerical) beyond the
scope of this paper.
3.4 A spatially flat exact solution
If we can find a modification such that the solution of the modified Einstein
equation in the spatial flatness approximation everywhere exactly satisfies
the spatial flatness condition (102), this would be an exact solution of the
full modified Einstein equation, even in the case h 6= 0. The following mod-
ification provides a concrete (perhaps not the simplest) example where this
possibility is realized.
Consider the asymptotically free modification given by
f(κ) =
1 + 3 (κ/κ0)
2(
1 + (κ/κ0)
2) (1− (κ/κ0)2)2 , (140)
Λ(κ) = κ2
(
4
3
(κ/κ0)
2(
1− (κ/κ0)2
)2 − 1 + 2 (κ/κ0)21 + 4 (κ/κ0)2 + 3 (κ/κ0)4
)
+
− κ0
6
κ
(
arctan
κ
κ0
− 3
√
3 arctan
(√
3
κ
κ0
)
+ 2 atanh
κ
κ0
)
. (141)
With this choice (125) becomes
κ2(
1− (κ/κ0)4
)2 = (3Mu
)2
. (142)
Taking the time derivative of the logarithm of this equation we find that
κ˙ = −κ2 1− (κ/κ0)
4
1 + 3 (κ/κ0)
4 , (143)
which has the implicit solution
− κ0 x = κ0
κ
− 2 atanh κ
κ0
+ 2 arctan
κ
κ0
. (144)
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Evaluating (127) as an integral over κ yields
H(κ) = ln
(
− (κ/κ0) 1 + (κ/κ0)
2
1 + 3 (κ/κ0)
2
)
, (145)
where the constant of integration was fixed to match the Schwarzschild so-
lution. It follows that
a
b
=
2
3
κ0e
H =
2
3
(
−κ 1 + (κ/κ0)
2
1 + 3 (κ/κ0)
2
)
= −1
3
(
κ− 3M
fu
)
=
∣∣κϑϑ∣∣ , (146)
which shows that this solution is spatially flat and hence an exact solution
of the full modified Einstein equation.
The solutions (126) for a and b expressed through κ are given by
a3(κ) =
4M
3
|κ| (1− (κ/κ0)4)
(
1 + (κ/κ0)
2
1 + 3 (κ/κ0)
2
)2
, (147)
b3(κ) =
9M
2κ2
(
1− (κ/κ0)2
) (
1 + 3 (κ/κ0)
2) . (148)
For this particular solution a assumes its maximum value at κ = κ∗ =
−κ0/
√
5. At this point
a(κ∗) =
(
18κ0
25
√
5
M
)1/3
=:
(
M
Mmin
)1/3
, (149)
and we find that the minimal possible black hole mass in this specific modi-
fication is given by
Mmin =
25
√
5
18κ0
. (150)
This solution was studied already in [16]. To aid our intuition, let us
transform to Schwarzschild coordinates (98). By virtue of spatial flatness,
it takes there the form (103). The location of the maximum of a in the
Schwarzschild r-coordinate is given by
r∗ = b(κ∗) =
(
144M/5κ20
)1/3
. (151)
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Far away from the black hole, in the limit r → ∞, where (κ/κ0)2 ≪ 1,
we find the expansion
1− a2 = 1− 2M
r
[
1− 5
16
(r∗
r
)3
+O
((r∗
r
)6)]
. (152)
It follow that the location of the outer horizon of a large mass black hole is
given by
r+ = 2M
[
1− 729
6250
(
Mmin
M
)2
+O
((
Mmin
M
)4)]
. (153)
On the other hand, close to the limiting curvature κ2 → κ20 we find the
expansion
1− a2 = 1− (ζr)2
[
1− 4
5
(
r
r∗
)3
+O
((
r
r∗
)6)]
, (154)
where ζ = κ0/3 and the inner horizon (∼ de Sitter horizon) occurs at
r− = ζ−1
[
1 +
27
√
5
1600
Mmin
M
+O
((
Mmin
M
)2)]
. (155)
Both asymptotics fail to describe the region between the two horizons. Ex-
panding the solution around the maximum of a at r∗ we find that
1− a2 ≈ 1−
(
M
Mmin
)2/3(
1− 10
7
(1− r/r∗)2
)
. (156)
For the minimal Black Hole M = Mmin inner and outer horizon coincide, i.e.
r∗ = r+ = r−, and the metric close to this single horizon is given by
1− a2 ≈ 10
7
(1− r/r∗)2 . (157)
Note the similarity to the near horizon metric of an extremal Reissner-
Nordstro¨m black hole.
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3.5 Conformal diagrams
The conformal diagrams of the family of solutions found in the last section
can be obtained by standard methods by gluing the diagrams of the individual
regions separated by horizons, [24]. For the case of a non-minimal black hole
M > Mmin with two separate horizons, the solution with range x ∈ (−∞,∞),
i.e. κ ∈ (−κ0, 0), covers the three regions of the eternal black hole solution,
the exterior I, the region between horizons II and the region IIa between the
inner horizon and r = 0 which is essentially a static de Sitter patch. By
time reversal invariance of our theory, the corresponding white hole solution
can be found simply by reversing the arrow of time. Identifying the black
and white hole exterior regions, we find the new regions IV and IVa which
are just time reversed versions of II and IIa. Note that the static regions I
and IIa are identical to their time reversed version. The conformal diagrams
encompassing these regions for the three cases M > Mmin, M = Mmin,
M < Mmin are shown in figure 2.
Note that a static de Sitter patch is not geodesically complete and hence
neither are the diagrams M ≥Mmin in figure 2. Synchronous observers with
R = const. start at i− (T = −∞) from rest, pass outer and inner horizon and
after infinite proper time reach i˜+ (T = ∞, r = 0). Hence these comoving
geodesics are complete and fully contained in the union of regions I, II, IIa.
However, light rays and massive particles with negative initial radial velocity
at i− will reach r = 0 at finite synchronous time. Since no singularity occurs
at this point, they will simply be reflected towards the upper horizon r = r−
of region IIa where also T = ∞. The diagram can be easily completed by
identifying the black hole region IIa with the region IVa’ of another white
hole and continuing this procedure ad infinitum. The conformal diagram of
the maximally extended eternal black hole solution is shown in figure 3.
The maximally extended solution shows that all non-comoving particles
falling through the event horizon will eventually escape to another universe
[25]. It follows that no information is “trapped” inside the finite region IIa
and there is no upper limit on the amount of information that can fall into
the black hole.
Even though figure 3 bears similarity with the conformal diagram of the
Reissner-Nordstro¨m and Kerr spacetimes [26], there is a crucial difference:
There is no Cauchy horizon at r = r− and the regions IIa, IIb, IVa, IVb etc.
represent static patches of de Sitter space. Moreover, there is no singularity
at r = 0 and geodesics reaching this point will simply be reflected.
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III
IV
M > Mmin
IIa
IVa
J +
J −
r
=
0
r
=
0
I
IIa
IVa
M = Mmin
r
=
0
J +
J −
I
M < Mmin
J +
J −
r
=
0
Figure 2: Conformal diagrams of the solution found in section 3.4 in the
three cases M > Mmin, M = Mmin, M < Mmin.
M > Mmin : The eternal black hole solution is covered by the regions I, II,
IIa. Regions I, IV, IVa describe the time reversed white hole solution.
Dashed lines indicate the mirror symmetric extension.
M = Mmin : The outer and inner horizon coincide and the regions II and IV
shrink to a single horizon r+ = r− = r∗.
M < Mmin : No horizon occurs and the causal structure is just like Minkowski
spacetime. Close to r = 0 the solution approaches a static de Sitter
metric replacing the singularity.
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0
Figure 3: Conformal diagram of the maximally extended black hole solution
from section 3.4 in the case M > Mmin.
3.6 Electric charge
The Reissner-Nordstro¨m metric in Schwarzschild coordinates takes the form
(103), where now
1− a2 = 1− 2M
r
+
Q2
r2
. (158)
Using the same transformation to Lemaˆıtre coordinates as in [16], we find
that in this case they can only cover the part r > Q
2
2M
of this spacetime which
contains both horizons but not the singularity. The expressions for a(x) and
b(x) in (97) can be found from the relation
r(x) =
Q2
2M
(
θ(x¯) + θ−1(x¯)− 1) , (159)
where
θ3(x¯) = 1 + 2x¯2
(
1 +
√
1 + x¯−2
)
, x¯ :=
3M2 x
Q3
. (160)
More generally, also the synchronous coordinates associated to the solution
ξ
(c>1)
+ (cf. section 3.2) cover only the region
r >
M
c− 1
(√
1 + (c− 1)Q
2
M2
− 1
)
. (161)
Hence, even though one can obtain synchronous coordinates covering regions
arbitrarily close to r = 0, there is no global synchronous coordinate system
covering the Reissner-Nordstro¨m metric. The constraint (2) does not have a
global solution and no synchronous Cauchy hypersurface exists. This can be
taken as an indicator of the pathologies associated to the unstable interior
of this spacetime which exhibits a Cauchy horizon [26].
Searching for a modification of this metric in our modified theory of grav-
ity, we, however, have to care only about matching this GR solution in the
low curvature limit in the exterior. Since this metric still respects spheri-
cal symmetry and the Killing vector field ∂/∂t, the ansatz (97) is general
enough to cover also modifications of charged black holes. Note that for
the Reissner-Nordstro¨m metric in Lemaˆıtre coordinates the trace of extrinsic
curvature expanded around x = 0 reads
κ = −1
x
− 16M
4
3Q2
x+O(x3). (162)
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It is hence singular at the point x = 0 corresponding to r = Q2/2M already
before the actual curvature singularity4 at r = 0 is reached. The modification
must hence anyway take over well before this point is reached.
Since the metric is of the form (103), we know already that the Reissner-
Nordstro¨m solution is spatially flat in Lemaˆıtre coordinates, just like the
Schwarzschild solution. The main difference in going from the uncharged to
the charged case is that now we are no longer looking for vacuum solutions but
for electrovacuum solutions. In the exterior we expect the static observers
defined by the Killing vector field ∂/∂t to observe only an electric but no
magnetic field. Moreover, due to spherical symmetry, this electric field should
only depend on the Schwarzschild r-coordinate. We hence use the ansatz
Aµdx
µ = Φ(r(x))dt = Φ(x)
dT − a2dR
1− a2 (163)
for the electromagnetic potential 1-form. In Lemaˆıtre coordinates, its com-
ponents with raised index are
AT = AR =
Φ(x)
1− a2 . (164)
It follows that the only non-vanishing components of the Faraday tensor are
F TR = −FRT = 2
a2
∂
∂x
AT . (165)
The vacuum Maxwell equation amounts to
F Tµ;µ =
1
ab2
∂
∂R
(
ab2F TR
)
= 0, (166)
from which it follows that
F TR =
Q
ab2
and
∂
∂x
AT = 2Q
a
b2
, (167)
where a constant of integration corresponding to charge was fixed. The
energy momentum tensor of the electromagnetic field is
T αβ =
1
4π
(
F αµFµβ − 1
4
F µνFµν δ
α
β
)
=
Q2
8πb4
diag (−1,−1, 1, 1) . (168)
4RµνRµν = 4Q
4/r8, RµναβRµναβ = 8
(
Q4 + 6
(
Q2 −Mr)2) /r8
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Inserting this into the modified Einstein equation, the temporal equation
takes the form
1
3
(f − 2κf ′) κ2−Λ+κΛ′− 1
2
(f + κf ′) κ˜ab κ˜
b
a = γ
RR
(
κϑϑ
)2−γϑϑ−Q2
b4
, (169)
and the analogue of (122) becomes
1
ab2
(
ab2f
(
b′
b
− a
′
a
))′
=
b
2b′
(
γRR(κϑϑ)
2 − γϑϑ)′ − 2Q2
b4
. (170)
Assuming spatial flatness, i.e. a = b′, this equation has the first integral
b′
b
− a
′
a
=
1
ab2f
(
3M +
2Q2
b
)
. (171)
Moreover, in this case
AT = −2Q
b
, (172)
and the temporal equation (169) becomes
κ2 (f − 2κf ′)− 3 (Λ− κΛ′) = (f + κf ′)
(
3M + 2Q2/b
fu
)2
− 3Q
2
b4
. (173)
We see that the new terms coming from charge can become dominant only
close to b = r → 0. They remain negligible until well after the modifications
have taken over at r∗, provided that(
M4M2min
)1/3 ≫ Q2. (174)
Since we can expect the Schwinger effect to discharge a black hole much faster
than the timescales of Hawking radiation, this condition should be satisfied
by realistic black holes close to the end of their evolution. This suggests that
our conclusions drawn for the fate of evaporating uncharged black holes in
[16] should remain valid also in the charged case.
Noting the sign of the charge contribution to (170), there is the possibility
that charge can lead to a bounce even without a spatial curvature dependent
potential. As we can check explicitly by inserting the modified solution from
section 3.4, the right hand side of (170) in this case exhibits a zero. Such a
bounce would also prevent a blow up of the electromagnetic field energy at
r = 0. Of course, a rigorous verification of this speculation would require a
more extensive analysis beyond the scope of this paper.
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3.7 First order rotation
To first order in angular momentum J the Kerr metric in Boyer-Lindquist
coordinates reads [26]
ds2 =
(
1− rg
r
)
dt2 − dt
2(
1− rg
r
) − r2dΩ2 + 4J
r
sin2 ϑ dtdϕ (175)
and is still spherically symmetric. In the Lemaˆıtre coordinates
dT = dt+
√
rg
r
(
1− rg
r
)−1
dr, dR = dt+
√
r
rg
(
1− rg
r
)−1
dr,
it becomes
ds2 = dT 2−a2(x)dR2−b2(x)dΩ2+2j ω(x) sin
2 ϑ
1− a2(x)
(
dT − a2(x)dR) dϕ, (176)
where x = R− T , j := J/M2 and
a(x) =
(
x
x+
)−1/3
, b(x) =
(
x
x+
)2/3
rg, ω(x) = M
(
x
x+
)−2/3
. (177)
Let us take (176) as an ansatz where we consider a, b and ω as independent
functions. Note that even though these coordinates are not synchronous, to
first order in the angular momentum it still holds that
gµνT,µT,ν = 1 +O
(
j2
)
. (178)
Making the expansion
φ = T + j φ0(x) +O
(
j2
)
, (179)
where φ0(x) should depend on x to preserve spherical symmetry, we find the
condition φ′0 = 0. Hence, in first order perturbation theory we can still use
the approximate solution
φ = T +O (j2) . (180)
However, now φ,ϕ = gTϕ 6= 0 and
φ;Tϕ =
j ω sin2 ϑ
(1− a2)
b′
b
+O (j3) 6= 0. (181)
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Hence, we cannot directly use the components of the modified Einstein equa-
tion that were derived in the synchronous coordinates above. Instead, we
have to expand the full equation (11) in j. Expanding the Ricci tensor
Rµν =
(0)Rµν + j
(1)Rµν +O
(
j2
)
, (182)
we find that the only new non-vanishing contibutions to first order in angular
momentum are given by
(1)RTϕ =
(1)RRϕ =
sin2 ϑ
a2
[
1
2
a
(
ω′
a
)′
− ω
(
b′′
b
+
(
b′
b
)2
− a
′
a
b′
b
)]
. (183)
In first order perturbation theory it still holds that
φ;TT = 0, φ
;R
R = −
a′
a
, φ;ϑϑ = φ
;ϕ
ϕ = −
b′
b
, φ = −a
′
a
− 2b
′
b
, (184)
where corrections would appear in order O(j2). Moreover,
φ;Tϕ = 0, φ
;T T
ϕ = 0, φ
;R
ϕ =
j sin2 ϑ
2a2
b2
( ω
b2
)′
(185)
where corrections would appear in order O (j3).
The functions a and b are hence still determined by the zeroth order
equations (120), (122). The function ω has to be obtained from one of the
new off-diagonal modified Einstein equations, e.g. the T −ϕ equation which,
making use of (185), becomes
fRTϕ + φ
;R
ϕ f,R = 0. (186)
More explicitely, we have to determine ω from the equation
f
(
a
(
ω′
a
)′
− 2
(
b′′
b
+
(
b′
b
)2
− a
′
a
b′
b
)
ω
)
+ f,R b
2
( ω
b2
)′
= 0. (187)
Assuming spatial flatness of the slices T = const. (i.e. a = ±b′) this simplifies
to
f
(
a
(
ω′
a
)′
− 2
(
b′
b
)2
ω
)
+ f,R b
2
( ω
b2
)′
= 0. (188)
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It is easy to see that one solution of this linear ODE is given by ω ∝ b2.
However, this solution does not agree with the asymptotic solution (177).
Multiplying (188) by b2/a and using (122) in the spatially flat case, it is
straightforward to verify that another independent solution is given by
ω =Ma2, (189)
where the constant of integration was already fixed to match (177). Note
that this identity for the GR solution continues to hold in the modification
in the spatially flat case.
It follows that the frame dragging function ω assumes a maximum at the
same location as a at r = r∗ and after that decreases until it vanishes at
r = 0 according to ω ∝ r2. Since ω is bounded by a maximum value, we can
expect that for a small enough value of j ≪ 1 our perturbative analysis is
justified for the whole range of x. Moreover, this suggests that the spacetime
structure of a rotating black hole close to r = 0 is in fact not different from
the non-rotating case.
Note that in first order perturbation theory the norm of the Killing vector
field (and hence the location of horizons) is still given by a2 − 1. Moreover,
for the surface gravity it holds that
gs = −a′(x+) +O(j2). (190)
This shows that our above conclusions are robust even for slowly rotating
black holes.
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4 Conclusions
The introduction of the mimetic field φ allowed us to find a remarkably simple
high-curvature modification of GR, where a scale dependence of gravitational
and cosmological constant can be implemented covariantly. We found that
φ is the unique measure of curvature on which the gravitational constant
can depend such that the resulting modified Einstein equation is still second
order in time. This modified theory of gravity hence does not exhibit any
additional degrees of freedom except that the conformal degree of freedom
of the metric becomes dynamical.
As a first application, we found that the most natural class of modi-
fied Friedmann universes arising from this theory generically feature a de
Sitter-like initial state replacing the Big Bang singularity. To resolve also
the anisotropic Kasner singularity in the same way, we found that we have
to require “asymptotic freedom” of gravity, i.e. the vanishing of the gravita-
tional constant at limiting curvature.
Taking on the task of singularity resolution in general, spatially non-flat
spacetimes, it is clear that this is too much to ask of a theory where only
the conformal degree of freedom is modified. Gratifyingly, we found that
the mimetic field also permits to introduce in a covariant manner a potential
depending on spatial curvature. In fact, adding such higher order terms
to the action could even improve the renormalizability of gravity, along the
lines of Horˇava gravity. We showed that in spatially non-flat Friedmann and
certain Bianchi universes a simple power law potential is already enough to
replace the singularity with a bounce.
In application to non-rotating black holes, we found that our modification
of GR generically leads to a lower bound on the black hole mass. Minimal
black holes have vanishing Hawking temperature and the final product of
black hole evaporation is hence a stable remnant of minimal mass. More-
over, we found that this result is also robust when putting small amounts
of charge or angular momentum. An inner horizon is already present in
the non-rotating, uncharged case and the causal structure resembles those of
Reissner-Nordstro¨m and Kerr, except that the region inside the inner hori-
zon is replaced with a static de Sitter patch. Furthermore, since the mere
assumption of existence of a global solution to the mimetic constraint already
implies stable causality, we expect no Cauchy horizon in the interior even for
arbitrary charge and rotation. Hence the instabilities present in Reissner-
Nordstro¨m and Kerr solutions could be cured in such a modification.
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Appendix
A: Synchronous coordinates.
Variation of the action (8) with respect to the Lagrange multiplier λ yields
the constraint (2)
gµνφ,µφ,ν = 1.
We will see that the existence of a global scalar field with this porperty
already has some far reaching consequences, e.g. on the causal structure of
admissible spacetimes.5 Taking a covariant derivative of this equation shows
that
φ,µ∇µφ,ν = 1
2
∇ν (φ,µφ,µ) = 0, (191)
and hence the vector field φ,µ is tangent to a congruence of timelike geodesics.
Through every point of a hypersurface of constant φ passes a unique geodesic
in the congruence. Choosing coordinates6 xa on some initial 3−hypersurface
{φ = φi = const.} then defines coordinates on any other hypersurface {φ =
φ0 = const.} by traveling along these unique geodesics. Since the congruence
is hypersurface orthogonal and its normal vector field φ,µ has unit norm,
(t := φ, xa) defines a synchronous coordinate system in which the metric
takes the form [18]
ds2 = dt2 − γabdxadxb,
where latin indices run over spatial coordinates. The whole spacetime is
sliced into into spatial hypersurfaces {φ = const.} with extrinsic curvature
κab =
1
2
∂
∂t
γab, κ
ab := γacγbdκcd = −1
2
∂
∂t
γab, κ := γabκab =
∂
∂t
ln
√
γ
and metric determinant γ = det γab = − det gµν . In this splitting the non-
vanishing connection coefficients are given by
Γ0ab = κab, Γ
a
0b = κ
a
b := γ
acκcb, Γ
a
bc = λ
a
bc,
where λabc are the connection coefficients of the Levi-Civita connection D
belonging to the Riemannian 3−metric γab. Note that
φ;0α = 0, φ;ab = −κab, (192)
5For example, as shown in [27], the existence of a function whose gradient is everywhere
time-like implies stable causality.
6More generally: an atlas
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and the expansion and shear of the geodesic congruence φ,µ are given by
φ = κ and κ˜ab := κ
a
b − 13κδab , respectively.
The covariant 4-divergence of a vector Xµ is given by
∇µXµ = ∂0X0 + κX0 +DaXa = 1√γ∂0
(√
γX0
)
+DaX
a
and the d’Alembertian of a scalar S is
S = 1√
γ
∂0
(√
γ S˙
)
−∆S = S¨ + κS˙ −∆S
where the dot denotes t-derivatives and ∆ is the Laplacian belonging to the
Riemannian metric γ.
The non-vanishing components of the four-dimensional Riemann tensor
in this splitting are determined by
R0abc = κac|b − κab|c R0a0b = κ˙ab − κcaκbc
Rdabc =
3Rdabc + κ
d
bκca − κdcκab
where 3Rdabc is the Riemann tensor of the spatial metric γab and the notation
%|b := Db% was used. We find the useful identity
φ,µφ,νR
ν
αµβ = −φ,µ∇µ (φ;αβ)− φ;µαφ;µβ. (193)
The Ricci tensor Rµν splits into extrinsic and intrinsic curvature as
R00 = R00 = −κ˙− κabκab R0a = R0a = κba|b − κ,a
−Rab = γacRcb = 1√γ∂0 (
√
γκab ) +
3Rab .
The Ricci scalar is thus given by
−R = 2κ˙+ κ2 + κabκab + 3R.
The 0− 0 component of the Einstein tensor Gµν = Rµν − 12Rδµν is hence
G00 = G
00 = G00 =
1
2
(
κ2 − κabκab + 3R
)
.
This allows to isolate the spatial curvature scalar as
3R = 2Gµνφ
,µφ,ν − (φ)2 + φ;µνφ;µν .
For evaluation of the modified Einstein equation in the synchronous frame it
will be useful to note that
∇µ
(
φ;αβ f˜φ
,µ
)
= 1√
γ
∂0
(√
γf˜κab
)
δαa δ
b
β. (194)
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A causal completeness condition
In this section we will find a sufficient (but not necessary) condition for causal
geodesic completeness of a metric of the form (4). We follow mainly the steps
taken in [20], applied to the 3 + 1 splitting at hand. Consider the velocity
vector uµ of a geodesic parametrized by an affine parameter s,
u0 =
dt
ds
, ua =
dxa
ds
= u0
dxa
dt
=: u0va.
The temporal component of the geodesic equation reads
0 = uµ∇µu0 = d
ds
u0 + κabu
aub = u20
(
1
u0
d
dt
u0 + κabv
avb
)
and we can integrate to find
ln u0 = −
∫
dt κabv
avb. (195)
Timelike geodesics with uµ = φ,µ describe “comoving” observers with va = 0.
They are freely falling and the synchronous time t measures proper time for
these observers. Their affine parameter extension is hence infinite, if t can
be extended to the range (−∞,∞). Assuming this to be the case, the affine
parameter extension of a general causal geodesic is given by∫
ds =
∫ ∞
−∞
dt
u0
, (196)
and thus it is future resp. past complete, if this integral diverges at t → ∞
resp. t→ −∞. Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for the scalar product
〈A,B〉 := γabγcdAacBbd of spatial tensors A and B on the right hand side of
(195), we see that
ln u0 ≤
∫
dt
√
κabκab(v
cvc) ≤
∫
dt
√
κabκab,
where the second inequality is an equality for light-like geodesics. It hence
follows that if ∫ ∞
−∞
dt
√
κabκab <∞, (197)
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then 1/u0 will be uniformly bounded from 0 and hence all causal geodesics
are both past- and future complete. Note that also the weaker condition√
κabκab ≤ 1|t| asymptotically as t→ ±∞, (198)
suffices to have u0 ≤ |t| and hence logarithmic divergence of (196). Thus also
(198) is a sufficient condition for causal completeness.
B: Explicit calculations in the variation of the action
Variation with respect to the mimetic field. Let us vary (8) with
respect to φ. To this end, calculate
δL
δφ
= f ′
(
R + 2Gµνφ
,µφ,ν − (φ)2 + φ;µνφ;µν
)− 2(f − 1 + h′)φ+ 2Λ′
.
= −2
[
(f˜ − h′),αφ,α + f˜ φ + 12f ′
(
(φ)2 + φ;µνφ;µν
)− Λ′]
=: −2
[
(f˜φ,α);α + Z˜
]
(199)
where we introduced the useful notations
f˜ := f − 1 + h′, Z := 1
2
f ′
(
(φ)2 + φ;µνφ;µν
)− Λ′, Z˜ := Z − φ,αh′,α
and
.
= means equality if the constraint (2) is satisfied. It follows that
1
2
δφL = −
[
(f˜φ,µ);µ + Z˜
]
δφ+ f˜ (2Gµνφ
,µ δφ,ν + φ;µνδφ;µν)
= −
[
(f˜φ,µ);µ + Z˜
]
δφ;νν + f˜ (φ
;µ
ν δφ
,ν);µ − f˜
[
φ;µνµ − 2Gµνφ,µ
]
δφ,ν
Thus the variation of (8) yields
−8πδφS =
∫
d4x
√−g δφ,ν
{
(f˜φ,µ);µν − (f˜φ;µν );µ + Z˜;ν + f˜2Gµνφ,µ − λφ,ν
}
=
∫
d4x
√−g δφ,ν
{
(f˜,ν φ
,µ);µ + Z˜,ν + f˜ (2Gµν − Rµν)φ,µ − λφ,ν
}
where covariant partial integration and the commutator of covariant deriva-
tives were used. Here and in the following section we ignore boundary terms
in the variation. Integrating by parts once again, we find the equation of
motion
∇ν
[
(λ+ f˜R)φ,ν − (f˜ ,ν φ,µ);µ − Z˜ ,ν − f˜Rµνφ,µ
]
= 0
which will be used to determine λ.
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Variation with respect to the metric. Next we have to vary (8) with
respect to gµν . In the course of this undertaking the following identities for
the varations of the metric determinant, connection coefficients and Ricci
tensor will be put to good use:
δ
√−g = −1
2
√−g gµνδgµν , δΓλµν = −gα(µ∇ν)δgαλ + 12gµαgνβ∇λδgαβ
δRµν = ∇λδΓλµν −∇νδΓλλµ
Combining the latter two yields
δRµν =
1
2
[gµαgνβ+ gαβ∇ν∇µ − gµβ∇α∇ν − gνβ∇α∇µ] δgαβ.
In the variation of the usual Einstein action one only encounters the term
gµνδRµν = (gµν −∇µ∇ν) δgµν ,
which turns out to be a total covariant derivative, provided that it appears
with a constant prefactor. Using, in a first step,
δg (2Gµνφ
,µφ,ν) = 2δRµνφ
,µφ,ν + 4Rαµφ
,αφ,νδg
µν − δR− Rφ,µφ,νδgµν ,
the expression δL/δφ from (199) and ignoring boundary terms we find that
−16π δgS =∫
d4x
√−g
{[
Rµν − 1
2
L gµν + 4f˜φ,αRα(µφ,ν) −
(
λ+ f˜R
)
φ,µ φ,ν
]
δgµν
−
[
(f˜φ,α);α + Z˜
]
2 δgφ︸ ︷︷ ︸
i
+f˜ 2φ,µφ,νδRµν︸ ︷︷ ︸
ii
+f˜ δg (φ
;µνφ;µν)︸ ︷︷ ︸
iii
−h′ δR︸︷︷︸
iv
}
The modified Einstein equation hence reads
Gµν − Λgµν − 12gµν
[
(f − 1)(R + 3R) + h]+ 4φ,αφ(,µRν)α + . . .
· · · − T iµν + T iiµν + T iiiµν − T ivµν = (λ+ f˜R)φ,µφ,ν + 8πT (m)µν ,
where we still have to figure out the contribution of the terms i− iv.
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Starting with term i, we first have to calculate
2 δgφ = −φ,µ∇µ
(
gαβδg
αβ
)
+ 2∇µ (δgµνφ,ν)
where only the variation of the metric determinant and the identity
Γννµ =
1√−g∂µ
√−g
were used. The contribution to the variation of the action of a term like i
multiplied by an arbitrary spacetime function F is thus∫
d4x
√−gF 2 δgφ =
∫
d4x
√−gF (−∇α (gµνδgµν)φ,α + 2∇µ (δgµνφ,ν))
=
∫
d4x
√−g (gµν(Fφ,α);α − 2F(,µφ,ν)) δgµν
where covariant partial integration and the symmetry of δgµν were used. The
contribution of term i to the modified Einstein equation is thus
T iµν = gµν∇β
[
∇α(f˜φ,α)φ,β
]
− 2φ(,µ∇ν)∇α(f˜φ,α) + gµν∇β(Z˜φ,β)− 2Z˜(,µφ,ν)
Next, let us turn to term ii. Using δRµν from above, the fact that φ
,µ is
geodesic (191) and the commutator of covariant derivatives acting on a 2-
tensor, we can express
2φ,µφ,νδRµν
.
= φ,αφ,βδg
αβ + φ,µ∇µ
[
φ,ν∇ν
(
gαβδg
αβ
)− 2φ(,α∇β)δgαβ]+
+ 2φ,µ
(
φ,νR
ν
αµβ − φ(,αRβ)µ
)
δgαβ
The second term is in a form ready for covariant partial integration and
the second line does not contain derivatives of δgαβ. The first and the third
term, however, still need some rewriting.
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To this end, calculate
φ,αφ,βδg
αβ = 
(
φ,αφ,βδg
αβ
)− 2∇µ (∇µ (φ,αφ,β) δgαβ)+ (φ,αφ,β) δgαβ
and
φ(,α∇β)δgαβ = ∇(α
(
φ,β)δg
αβ
)− φ;αβδgαβ.
Thus, in summary, we find that
2φ,µφ,νδRµν
.
= 
(
φ,αφ,βδg
αβ
)
+ φ,µ∇µ
[
φ,ν∇ν
(
gαβδg
αβ
)− 2∇(α (φ,β)δgαβ)]+
− 2∇µ
(∇µ (φ,αφ,β) δgαβ)+ 2φ,µ∇µ (φ;αβ δgαβ)+
+
(
2φ,µφ,νR
ν
αµβ − 2φ,µφ(,αRβ)µ + (φ,αφ,β)
)
δgαβ
Applying covariant partial integration, we find that the contribution to the
modified Einstein equation of term ii is given by
T iiαβ = φ,αφ,βf˜ + gαβ∇ν
(
∇µ(f˜φ,µ)φν
)
− 2φ(,α∇β)
(
∇µ(f˜φ,µ)
)
+
+ 2∇µ (φ,αφ,β) f˜,µ − 2φ;αβ∇µ(f˜φ,µ) +
+
(
2φ,µφ,νR
ν
αµβ − 2φ,µφ(,αRβ)µ + (φ,αφ,β)
)
f˜
Note that the second and third term in the first line cancel the two terms
containing f˜ in T iαβ .
Going on to term iii, calculate
δg
(
gµαgνβφ;µνφ;αβ
)
= 2φ;µα φ;βµ δg
αβ − 2φ;µν δΓλµνφ,λ
Inserting the variation of the connection coefficients from above, the second
term becomes
−2φ;µν δΓλµνφ,λ = 2φ;µα φ,β∇µδgαβ − φ;αβ φ,λ∇λ
(
δgαβ
)
= 2∇µ
(
φ;µα φ,βδg
αβ
)− 2∇µ (φ;µα φ,β) δgαβ +
− φ,λ∇λ
(
φ;αβδg
αβ
)
+ φ,λ∇λ (φ;αβ) δgαβ
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where in the second step the expression was brought to a form ready for
covariant partial integration. Summarizing, we find that
δg (φ
;µνφ;µν) = 2∇µ
(
φ;µα φ,βδg
αβ
)− φ,λ∇λ (φ;αβδgαβ)+
+
(
φ,µφ;αβµ − 2φ,βφ;µαµ
)
δgαβ
Applying covariant partial integration, the contribution of term iii to the
modified Einstein equation is hence
T iiiαβ = −∇µ (φαφ,β) f˜,µ + φ;αβ∇µ(φ,µf˜) +
(
φ,µφ;αβµ − φ,βφ;µαµ − φ,αφ;µβµ
)
f˜ .
Using (191) and the commutator of covariant derivatives we can bring the
last term into a form more similar to terms in T ii as
φ,µφ;αβµ − φ,βφ;µαµ − φ,αφ;µβµ = φ;µα φ;βµ −Rναµβφ,µφ,ν − (φ,αφ,β) .
Note that the appearing Riemann tensor components can be rewritten purely
in terms of covariant derivatives of φ according to (193). Combining all our
results, we find that the sum of contibutions to the modified Einstein equation
is
−T iαβ + T iiαβ + T iiiαβ = φ,αφ,βf˜ −∇µ(Z˜φ,µ)gαβ + 2φ(,αZ˜,β) +
+∇µ (φ,αφ,β) f˜,µ −∇µ(φ;αβ f˜φ,µ)− 2φ,µφ(,αRβ)µf˜ .
Finally, term iv is easily found to be given by
T ivαβ = (gαβ−∇α∇β +Rαβ)h′.
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